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ByKENDACE BORRY
LiriTZ - Four-wheel

drive tractors are here to
stay, that seems to be the
opinion of dealers who

handle the product and probably become more tercourse, that handles thefarmers who own or use popular in the future, their steiger tractor line, statedthem. The large machines owners claim. that sales of the machineswhich are seen in an in- Tom Yohe, speaking for are satisfactory. “We're not
creasing number will C.B. Hoober and Son, In- selling quite
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Seen working in a 170 acre field near Lebanon,
farmers who use the four-wheel drivetractor claim
that it does the work of two or more of the
traditional tractors.

ORDER YOUR SOYBEANS
NOW BEFORE SEED

SUPPLY IS EXHAUSTED
These varieties are available;

• Agrl Pro 20
• Agri Pro 25
• Agri Pro 35
• Certified Amsoy 71
• Certified Williams
• Certified Woodworth

Smoketown, PA Ph; 717-299-2571

SPECIAL
EVENTS
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BUCK TRACTOR PULLS

year as last year,” lie
related, “but most farmers
that buy them are grain
farmers, and they justaren’t
buying as much because of
the depressed grainprices.”

Yohe thinks there are
several advantages to
having a four-wheel drive
tractor. “There is more
power in a four-wheel drive,
and from a Steiger, you will
getmore work from a gallon
of fuel. There is also better
traction m a four-wheel
drive, and there is a saving
in labor, too. You can do the
work of two or three regular
tractors with a four-wheel
drive. You can work faster

10 miles south of Lancaster
on Rt. 272
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Phone:
Office (717) 569-3296
Track (717) 284-2139
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To get on our mailing list, write
BUCK TRACTOR PULLS
Box 218
East Petersburg, PA 17520

SEE YOU AT THE BUCK!!

Four-wheel drive tractors gaining popularity

ROUTE 16 WEST, P.O. BOX 65
GREENCASTLE, PA. 17225 '

PHONE- 717-597-7135

BUCK TRACTOR PULLS
„.out*«s» FIRST PIE -1578 SEASON

SATURDAY, MAY 13th ■ 7:00 R.M.
Top Pullers from Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware and New Jersey competing every

Saturday Night in 7 classes of Super Stocks and Modifieds!

PENN SPRING NATIONALS JUNE 16,17
PENN FALLNATIONALS SEPTEMBER 22,23
BUCK PULL-OFF SEPTEMBER 30

Pulls Every
y Night
P.M.

and there is less down-time.
That is, it won’t be broken
down as much as the
traditionaltractors.”

Leonard
representing Binkley and
Hurst Bros., Lititz; talked
about the Case four-wheel
drive tractors his company
handles.

“We’re happy with our
sales,” hecommented. “The
four-wheel drive tractor is
going to become more
popular withthe large farms
because shey make it
possible to do more work
with less manpower. There

(Turn to Page 108)

Livestock
**==*' & Grain
Bodies

Omaha Standard truck bodies and hoists are built
tough to work harder and last longer That s been
our trademark for over 50 years dependable rugged
truck bodies and hoists that do the job day-in and
day-out Whether it is gram handling livestock naul-
mg or both you II appreciate the quality and honest
value we ve designed into each Omaha Standard body
" dos GREENDASTLE

EQUIPMENT SALES

Omaha Standard


